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Iranians are as a few communities who come
Ali Sheikhzadeh in and make comments on every field with a
professional and amateur point of views.
Recently, because of an hour flight delayed
during one of my business trips, I had the
chance to encounter a bunch of expert ideas and
judgments of people!
They had their own reasons for one hour delay.
One said:” Due to the lack of fuel, they are waiting
for it from N.I.O.P.D.C.” Another said:” This
is the reason of sanctions which lead each two
flights merge in to one.” and so on.
Interestingly, after running away with their
ideas, they started to address economic issues.
Analyzing the president from different aspects,
predicting the result of the annual meeting of
UN and…!
I can admit that beyond of all doubt, we are living in
a country with 70 million political, economic and
95
cultural experts!
A group believes that the current government
has a golden key for the entire locked doors;
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another claimed that, starting a political relation
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with west will be vital. On the other hand, a
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minority of people are opportunisms, which we
can see such samples in political and even sport
areas.
A majority of us are wasting their precious
times, opportunities and valuable today’s life by
regretting the good old days. Whilst, I strongly
recommended in keeping the today’s experience,
seize opportunities and be hopeful for tomorrow.
Despite all prejudgments, there will be a bright
and distinct future for our country which will
bring economic and financial development for
the public.
However, we cannot look forward for a miracle
to vanish and compensate the entire previous recessions.
By dealing with pressing issues such as: the
global economic austerity,serious sanctions of
west against Iran, unlimited, new and self-made
inflation, the emergence of large amount of
country’s cash flows and focus on gold, dollar and
land and ten other matters, it is not acceptable to
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expect a miracle.
Although, it is obvious that the most practical
and present version for encountering these
obstacles is an entirely economic cabinet in
11th government which will promise and bring
economic prosperity.
Actually, by supporting national manufacturers,
stopping the inflation, controlling the fast trend
in dollar to rial exchange, relying on non-oil
economy, developing the tourism industry,
paying attention to economic infrastructure of
the country, increasing the global trade relation
and emerging from economic limitations, would
be factors for the national enterprises to flourish.
Without a doubt, aforementioned consequences
will not be resolve in short-time, but it would
not be always possible to start back and begin
again, but we can change our path and have a
pleasant ending.
There is always a principle in describing crisis:
between two crises is always a flourishing and
between two flourishing is always a crisis and
this progress is continuing with a difference
that by defeating a crisis we will face a more
complicated and fully-fledged one, and this the
nature of crisis.
Therefore, according to the statements of the
11th government and economic formulas,
we will observe a minimum four years of
brightness and prosperity. On the other side,
it is necessary for the exhausted enterprises to
well-prepared, m a k e significant changes
a n d start enthusiastically for an economic
and commercial perfect competition.
We can strongly admit that, the greatest
achievement of the last 4 years government was
the elimination of unskilled and weak
enterprises which were serious threats for
large business owners.
Eventually, following is my practical solution
for dear audiences who wish to expand and
develop their business:
The golden key for expanding your business in
our dearest country is:
Focus on market, maintain and develop the

quality of products & services, rely on the
principles of re-marketing, CRM development
in organizations, serious movement towards
knowledge management, advancement in
manufacturing technology, target the export
markets, train effective and skillful staff and finally,
positive usage of cash flows.
With reference to our history, each patriotic
citizen is wishing and demanding for economic,
social, cultural, scientific and even political
advancement of his country. Moreover, the
minimum rights of the people is to having a
relative economic welfare, social security and
public healthiness.
In addition, not to forget that, we live in a
country with 3000 years of history, civilization,
underground resources, strategic position in region
and…, thus altogether we just need to be faithful
to the following phrase:
All of us will stand up, if firstly you and I stand up
And if you and I seat down, then who will be the
one who stand up?
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